EXECUTION STAGE 2/2022

Fabrication of hybrid composite membranes from cellulose-based matrices and
different N-heterocyclic compounds

Fuel cells are currently the subject of a global research trend due to the rising demand for such
devices. Even though the fundamental concept was developed more than 150 years ago by Sir
W.R. Grove, fuel cell (FC) technology might be one of the options for innovative and sustainable
energy generation. The electrolyte membrane is a critical component for fuel cell performance
and serves as a separator between the anode and cathode.
Any material can be used as a proton exchange membrane if several conditions are
concomitantly satisfied:
i)

high proton conductivity

ii)

good thermal and chemical stability

iii)

outstanding tensile strength

iv)

electron insulator

Main cellulosic materials used in this step:

Fig. 1. Cellulose and its derivatives structures used in the execution stage 2/2022

Main heterocyclic compounds used in the execution stage 2/2022:

Fig. 2. Molecular structures of heterocyclic compounds used in the execution stage 2/2022

The results of molecular docking are highlighted in Figure 3, showing the best receptor-ligand
complexation poses for each case (i.e. for cellulose receptor (Figure 3a) and for oxidizedcellulose receptor (Figure 3b)).

Fig. 3. Molecular docking outcomes highlighting the interaction between cellulose-based
tetramers (receptors) and 1-Hydroxybenzotriazole compound (ligand): (a) best docking pose
showing the binding mode of the ligand to the cellotetraose receptor; (b) best docking pose
showing the binding mode of the ligand to the oxidized-cellotetraose receptor

Cellulose acetate is a cellulose derivative widely used in many applications due to its good
solubility in several organic solvents, so it is easily processed and subsequently can be employ
for the cellulose regeneration, following a simple deacetylation process under alkaline
conditions. Taking advantage of this common process for cellulose regeneration, CA films in DMF
were firstly prepared, then cellulose films, which in turn were subjected to a mild oxidation in
an oxidizing aqueous solution containing TEMPO, NaClO, and NaBr. Parallel, hybrid films
incorporating various amounts of HOBt, following the previously presented route were
fabricated, see Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Schematization of the cellulose acetate films conversion to cellulose and subsequently
to oxidized cellulose, and visual appearance of the hybrid membranes made from different
cellulosic supports with a initial load of 10%; 25% and 50% (wt.) HOBt

HOBt was chosen to serve as a proton solvent in Nafion membranes, replacing water. The
concept of employing nitrogen-bearing heterocycles was first presented some years ago. The
benefits of employing such compounds come from their great self-dissociation capacity, which
allows them to operate as both a proton donor and acceptor, which is a necessary attribute for
good proton conductivity. Furthermore, many heterocycles containing nitrogen have great
thermal stability; however, HOBt should be handled carefully, especially when anhydrous,
belonging to the category of compounds that, in specific circumstances, pose an explosion
danger. However, in prior works in the subject, the authors frequently lamented the inability to
introduce a large quantity of heterocycles into the cellulose structure due to its insolubility.
Tritt-Goc et al. determined that the greatest achievable level of imidazole in microcrystalline
cellulose - imidazole composites corresponds to a molar ratio of 5.0, glucose/imidazole molar
weight. By utilizing a cellulose-derivative, such as cellulose acetate, with excellent solubility in
organic solvents, it is able to increase the quantity of heterocycle added to the hybrid composite
in a systematic and controlled manner. Therefore, the three dosages of HOBt incorporated as a
percentage by weight of the CA matrix (10%, 25%, and 50%) resulted in different molar ratios of
glucose/HOBt units of 8.1, 3.32, and 1.66, respectively. The protocol was specially designed to
determine the impact of the amount of HOBt introduced into the cellulose matrix on the general
properties of the resulting films, see Figure 2. Conductometric titration was used to further
characterize the oxidized films and establish their level of oxidation following exposure to the
oxidizing solution. Thus, it was shown that because the oxidation of cellulose occurs gradually,
on the surface of the cellulose film, the addition of HOBt had no effect on the process. All
cellulose-HOBt hybrid samples contained roughly 340 ± 18 mmol/kg of carboxylic groups (the
median value of three independent experiments), which is comparable to the sample of pure
cellulose used as a reference.
In fact, this feature can also be seen by comparing the visual aspect of the films before- and
after-oxidation, which remain colorless in contrast to a sample of pure HOBt that under the
identical oxidation conditions turns reddish-brown. To assess the possibility of HOBt leaking or

washing during regeneration processes, we conducted a series of experiments in which
quantities of film with the same thickness (0.025 ± 0.005 mm), accurately weighed using a
balance with 10 mg precision, were exposed to the alkaline environment. After 24h, the films
were thoroughly cleaned with water, dried, and reweighed. Following these tests, we discovered
that the hybrid films do actually lose HOBt after being exposed to an alkaline environment. The
actual HOBt content after regeneration was determined to be: 7.8 ± 0.3% (sample C-HOBt10),
21.3 ± 0.6% (sample C-HOBt25), and 41.7 ± 1.6% (sample C-HOBt50). Additionally, the films that
had been regenerated and additionally exposed to oxidation were weighed once more, but this
time no additional mass losses due to HOBt washing (leakage) were noted. In this way, we can
consider that HOBt is not affected under any kind of exposure for 5 min to the oxidizing solution;
this only leads to oxidation on the surface of the cellulose. Moreover, using an analyzer equipped
with a conventional CHN detector, the regenerate and oxidized samples were also examined in
terms of their elemental nitrogen content. The average of three determinations representing the
nitrogen content for each sample correlates quite well with the findings from the gravimetric
analysis of the films following regeneration and oxidation. The samples of regenerated cellulose
therefore had the following nitrogen percentages: 1.96% (sample C-HOBt10), 5.98% (sample CHOBt25), and 11.68% (sample C-HOBt50). The nitrogen content in the further oxidized films was
similar to that in the cellulosic films, as shown in the following examples: 1.925% (Cox-HOBt10
sample), 5.86% (Cox-HOBt25 sample), and 11.55% (Cox-HOBt50 sample) respectively.
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